GEN I LIGHT KIT (A002184AA)
Required for all carts w/Gen I or Liquid Units. Install as shown.

Carts with wheelbases 152” - 160” C/C and C12BE (24.5 x 32” tires) carts with wheelbases over 120” also require K002067 (see next page).
GEN I w/Extension Kit K002067

Required for all carts w/Gen I or Liquid units with wheelbases 152”-160” C/C and for C12BE (24.5x32” tires) carts with wheelbases over 120” and up to 152”. Install as shown onto standard light kit.

ALL VIEWS FROM THE REAR OF CART

For C12BE (24.5x32” tires) w/160” C/C wheelbase. Install as shown. Note different bracket position in this configuration.
GEN II LIGHT KIT (A002216AA)
Required for all carts w/Gen II Units. Install as shown

ALL VIEWS FROM THE REAR OF CART

Carts with wheelbases 152” - 160” C/C and C12BE (24.5 x 32” tires) carts with wheelbases over 120” also require K002067 (see next page).
GEN II w/Extension Kit

Required for all carts w/Gen II or Liquid units with wheelbases 152”-160” C/C and for C12BE (24.5x32” tires) carts with wheelbases over 120” and up to 152”. Install as shown onto standard light kit.

For C12BE (24.5x32” tires) w/160” C/C wheelbase. Install as shown. Note different bracket position in this configuration.
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